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I had the opportunity to visit Mount St. Helens National Monument and hike to Harry’s Ridge.
Harry and his cats refused to evacuate so they remain a part of the mountain today. I can’t
blame him for loving it there. Looking across Spirit Lake to Mount Adams is one of the most
scenic views I’ve ever seen. You can also see into the mouth of the crater and see Mount Hood
in the distance on a clear day.

Looking east at Spirit Lake and Mount Adams from Harry’s Ridge

The hike to Harry’s Ridge is an eight mile roundtrip hike walking mostly along the ridge with
very fine views of Mount St. Helens. The trailhead starts on the east end of the parking lot at
Johnston Ridge Observatory. The observatory is about fifty miles from the I-5 freeway. I’ll
always remember watching the video about the 1980 eruption in the visitor center at Johnston
Ridge and then having the curtains open at the end of the movie to see the crater itself.
Learning about the explosion and the change that took place in the area due to the force of the
1980 blast was impressive.

The view of Mount St. Helens from the Johnston Ridge Observatory

The shear amount of ash that spewed from the cone covered 11 states. The amount of debris
carried away from the north side of the mountain from the blast and lahar flows (volcanic
mudslides created from melting glaciers) was astounding. It was enough to pile debris 600 feet
high in the Toutle River Valley.
Pryoclastic flows snapped all trees like matchsticks leaving the area desolate. What I found
interesting was the Tsunami generated at Spirit Lake from the blast. The explosion created a
huge wave of water that suspended up the mountainside. The water washed all the trees down
into the lake where they remain today. The logs are usually seen bunched up in a big mass
around the lake (see photos) depending on the way the wind is blowing.
It’s a nice place to spend the day providing a few other visitor centers and viewpoints along the
way to the Johnston Ridge Observatory. It’s a unique setting walking through the land of
desolation.

The view near the trailhead and observatory

Hummocks along the trail (below)

Logs appear as matchsticks in the blast area

Spirit Lake – notice all the logs in the water

Hiking along Harry’s Ridge

Mount St Helens from Harry’s Ridge

Mount Saint Helens from close and afar

Coldwater Lake – A nice stop on the way to the observatory

